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“ In the midst of Israel’s life there grew into

sublime proportions one of the noblest ideas that ever

blossomed on the stem of time, the idea of the whole

earth as a single divine realm, a world-embracing com-

monwealth.” Dr. John Henry Barrows.

“ How shall this great work be achieved ? How
shall the robust faith of individualism be harnessed with

the concord of corporate solidarity.^ There is but one

solution of the problem. That solution is to be found

in the subordination of the visible church to the invisible

church which God’s spirit creates in the hearts of His

children. The life of the spirit must be exalted to the

Supreme place.” Chancellor Stephens.

“ Denominationalism as a principle is stricken for

death.” Canon Hensley Henson.
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INTRODUCTION
The Trend of Thought in the Present Century

The nineteenth century opened in the midst of theological

strife: especially was this true in the United States. The
church was divided into parties which gradually swung off into

denominations. The Civil War in America resulted in the

vivisection of these fragments, and other sects came into being.

Is the twentieth century, in these opening years, to witness the

welding of these broken fragments into something like a unity?

Xo one doubts but that there is a universal yearning that the

great Intercessory of Prayer of Our Lord may be answered,

and that speedily. No subject receives such personal, per-

sistent, and entliusiastic attention. A consciousness has grown
that no fragment of the universal church possesses all the truth

in all its relations, or even enough ot the truth to unchurch

those of other ministries. I'he conviction has taken hold of

many minds that the scattered rays can be gathered together

and create a light which will illuminate mankind. Different

denominations of Christians have done a work which was
essential and which will be permanent. They were allowed

by the Genius of History to exist for certain tasks and
they are justifying their existence. Their protests have been
accepted in many cases. Their truth has been adopted. But
their work is by no means finished. Their light still shines for

the good of mankind. But recent years have seen a subtle

and growing conviction that beneath the differentiations of the

sectarian life there is a common essential quantity which all can
accept and which belongs to all. Breadth as well as depth has

come into religious thinking and cultured people see that there is

dawning a better conception of our mutual relations. Emphasis
is laid not so much on the institutions of Christianity as on the

Personality of Jesus Christ and His incarnation in individual

lives. It has been the good fortune of those engaged in

Christian work in foreign lands to lead the way in the various

movements for a closer union of Christendom. Their example
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has been contagious. It is not a revolution which they seek,

nor an overthrow of existing organization, but rather an ascent

to higher regions, in a purer atmosphere, and union is sought
there whose roots go down to the essentials which are common
to all.

Social, Political, and Religious Movements Towards Union

This Conference, therefore, is following in the line of

normal Christian evolution by taking up the questions of

Federation and Union, and shows that it wishes to harmonize
with what seems to be the plan of God for His Church. Union
is the goal toward which all events move, social, political, and
religious. Pan-Islamism is the problem in the Mohammedan
world. Pan-Slavism is the dream of the Russian, with an
outward manifestation in the war with Japan. The Latin Union
centralizes the hopes of the Romance peoples. Anglo-Saxon
unity is of the future, but a future big with hope. During the

last half century or more, the wars which have disturbed

civilized mankind have been fought rather for unity of race

than for any other great principle. At present many agencies

are pointing to international goodwill and fellowship. The
Hague Tribunal ma}" well be considered a portent of peace

and one of the most significant events of history.

“It is to become the organized intellect and organized

conscience of humanity.” If this Tribunal is needed for

the interpretation of the common thought of humanity on

problems of international justice and peace, why not a Union
to interpret the organic thought of the churches, furnish advice

and recommendation on matters of inter-church interest, and
gradually organize the intelligence, thought, conscience, and

experience of Christendom into a unity, thus fulfilling the desire

of the Master, “That they all may be one”? This has been

the Divine idea from the beginning. Though he .selected One
People to be His Chosen, it was always understood that their

selection meant not the rejection of the others but only that

Israel’s elevation to peculiar privilege might show to the nations

how they could prove that they were “Children of Abraham.”

The Momentum of Past Event

“It has been called a common error of our da\’” .says John
Morley, “to ascribe far too much to the designs and influence

of eminent men, of rulers, and gov'ernments. The reproach is

just and should impre.ss us. The momentum of past events,

the spontaneous impulses of the mass of a nation or a race”
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(or a church, he might as truly have said) “the pressure of general

hopes and fears! all have more to do with the progress of

human affairs than the deliberate views of the most far-sighted

of our most individual leaders.” If this movement toward unity

in the Christian church has no “momentum” of historic events

behind it, it will come to naught. But if it is the consummation
of forces that have been at work, openly sometimes, often in

secret, and is the fruit of what has been called the “spiral”

movement, then we believe that it is of God and will come to

fruitage.

Ideas revolve and rehabilitate themselves in new forms

and the ideas of harmony and union of the pre-Reformation

times have returned only on a higher platform. Hildebrand’s

unity was uniformity, and the new ideas of to-day differ from

the medi.'L'val ideas by just the distance the human mind has

travelled in that time.

The Idea of Union in the Old Testament

Let us then look at the Historic Treyid. The opening

chapters of Genesis are significant not only of the solidarity

of the human family but “ immediately strike for a universal

religion.” Dr. HORTON.
From the very inception of religious ideas there is no

indication of anything except harmony in the kind and quality

of work to be rendered.

Cain’s offering was not acceptable, being uncongenial and
perfunctory. All that was of faith was received. Even
Melchizedek, who was doubtless of heathen antecedents, is

accej)ted as a priest of the Most High. Adam was taught

by the very mouth of God, Him.self, that well-doing, obedience,

faith, was the ground of Divine favour, and sin opened the door
to disfav^our and rejection.

.A legalistic system was given to the “ Peculiar People,”

but interpenetrating and permeating all the regulations and
ceremonies was the hidden meaning and life-giving breath

which led the people to be broader than their .system and break

from it at times when it had served its purpose. It even looked

forward to that universal religion which was adapted to the

whole world and which was ready to make the world one.

However narrow and hidebound may have been the

general religious life of the Israelitish people, they seldom
lacked the presence and the inspiration of men whose bosoms
glowed with seraphic fervor as they contemplated the whole
Israel of God, which included all who loved God and their

fello'\’ men.
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The prophetic spirit always languished when a nation

lost its sense of a relation to the world and a mission to man-
kind, vide George Adam Smith, “Modern Criticism and the

Preaching of the Old Testament.” (page 226-ff.)

The prophets were hostile to all narrow and formal inter-

pretations of their messages which include Israel alone and for-

get the world-wide, cosmic meaning of their national life. They
sought to emancipate the people from a sense of merely national

religion.

The “ stranger within their gates ” is to be cared for, and
even the “ slave,” and there is to be a holy purpose to win men
to better living. This is the heart of the prophetic teaching.

One can feel the great tides of life stirring Isaiah, Daniel, and
even the minor prophets, as they saw not only Israel saved, but

the world. Conventional religion no longer holds them as they

go out over the world. Patriotic as they were and intensely

loyal, yet, their fervor registers the highest mark when they see

the nations of the world bowing down to Jehovah. At first the

Israelites were satisfied if Jehovah were recognized as one

among the gods of the nations. They were practically

polytheists with their own God as chief among many. But it

was as they saw that they were only one nation among many
nations and that they had a mission to others as well as others

a mission to them, that they came to this knowledge that

Jehovah was to them as to us, not chief among many, but one

and alone, the only God to whom all the nations should bow.

The sorrows of the Jews, their captivities, their defeats,

and persecutions, all were to prepare them for the larger vision

of a common humanity and a Divine call to all which was
realized in the teachings of Christ.

The New Testament Idea

As to union in Apostolic Thnes, we discover it better in

the trend of the whole New Testament than in a collection of

special texts. The intention of a society from which no one is

to be excluded because of race, sex, age, or particular divergence

in minor matters of faith or practice, is apparent in the first

three hundred years of Christianity and its history. Nothing

is more remarkable in Christian history than the fusion of the

Jew and the Gentile, circumcised and uncircumcised, in the

Christian Church. The marvel is that in that age of contention

there were not many Christian Churches which, in the passage

of years, would develop world-wide divergencies. We are

grateful that there were men in the Church who saw Christianity

in its widest aspects, and the common relation to Jesus Christ.
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They could not tolerate the thought that they were not “one in

Christ”; one new humanity, “so making peace,” was to be

developed and the world was to be one through subjection to

the faith and obedience of the gospel.

From Pentecost they pushed out in the spirit of world-

conquest. The spirit of unity was shown in the first council

held in Jerusalem. Doubtless there were those with abnormally

developed “ consciences ” who would not go contrary to their

“ convictions,” but who did have sufficient spiritual life to

submit the matter under discussion to arbitration. Advice is

sought and given most generously. Finality is given to the

conclusion of the Council by virtue of the fact that it is the

combined judgement of the best men in the church. Concilia-

tion was “in the air” and it was apparent that the items in

which they differed were of minor importance.

Gibbon says “It has been remarked with more ingenuity

than truth the the virgin purity of the church was never violated

by schism or heresy before the reign of Trajan or Hadrian about

one hundred years after the death of Christ. We may observe

with much more propriety during that period that the disciples

of the Messiah were indulged in a freer latitude, both of faith

and practice, than has ever been allowed in succeeding ages.

“As the terms of communion insensibly narrowed, and the

spiritual authority of the prevailing party was exercised with

increasing severity, many of its most respectable adherents,

who were called upon to renounce, were prevoked to assert

their private opinions and openly to erect the standard of

rebellion against the unity of the church.*

Thus we can see that an historian who can in nowise be

favorable to Christianity has correctly diagnosed the diseases of

the age and shows why divisions came in the Christian church.

Church organizations with rigid rules and unbending creeds tend

to weaken faith rather than strengthen it. When conformity is

enforced and external forms and standards of belief established,

then dissention grows as naturally as the human mind opens to

new truth. The seat of authority, transferred from the individual

soul, with its .source in God, to institutions which men have
formed breeds alienation from all forms and leads to strife.

“If ye abide in My word, ye shall know the Truth and the

Truth shall make you free.”

The Idea as Unfolded in Church History

During the first one hundred years of Christian history,

the creeds were interpreted liberally, rules and regulations few.

Gibbon' : Roman Empire (Milman) Vol. I., p. 521.
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iello\v.shi[) broad, and, as a consequence tlie growtli of the church

was rapid. Tlie pentecostal spirit prevailed and remained until

heresies were discov'ered in fellow-men whose philosophies ma)-

have been astray, but whose conduct was correct and hearts

riqht, and who wanted to remain in the Christian Church.

Within fifty }-ears after tlie expulsion of the Gnostic heretics,

fully fift)- sects were formed and the body of Christ was rent in

pieces. The well known Councils of Nice, Chalcedon, and
Constantinople were evidences that the effort toward theological

and ecclesiastical uniformit}’ meant the forgetting of the spirit

of the gospel.

By the temporal}- victory over opponents, now Arian, now
Xestorian, now Pelagian, a formal unit}- was maintained.

Xioble men adorned the church, though few in numbers,

and the church grew in power and reach. The pre-Reformation

unity was something which no one wishes to see reproduced.

In 867 A.D. the Greek Church separated from Rome, and in

1054 A.D. the Greek patriarch and Church were formal!}'

excommunicated and anathematized by the Pope. But the

human mind could not be suppressed nor the aspirations of the

human heart; the Great Reformation followed and a certain

degree of liberty was achieved. But liberty thus dear!}- bought
has practically proved to be theological license and a hundred
and forty sects in Christian lands claim to be the church of

Christ, and jangling, heres}’ trials, animosities, and rivalries have
constituted a large share of the histor}- of the world since Luther.

The Idea Nearing Realization

But if histor}' mov-es “spirall}-” as we are told, then, in

obedience to law, the fragments should be drawing nearer

together on a higher plane, especially as it acknowledges that

what divides is often ephemeral and the dispensable feature

and not the eternal substance of truth. Many can see that in

times past too much has been read into denominational

peculiarities and undue accent put on points of divergence.
“ History” says Dollinger, “is no single game of abstrac-

tions: men are more than doctrines.” Luther, Calvin, Knox,
and man}^ others sought to simplify and consolidate religious

faith. More and more the whole system of belief which has

been built up of every kind and degree with so much effort of

brains and imagination has been growing to greater simplicit}'.

That is the tendency in human histor}-. The rallying words

no longer indicate the authority of forms but centre around

Christ, God, the Bible, and the human conscience. Hence, in

view of this movement, the past is strewn with the wrecks of
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abandoned creeds and ecclesiastical institutions. The liberated

conscience and intelligence of man may, in some cases, have

gone beyond liberty to license, but, in general, it settled down
to some thing higher and better than obtained at the beginning.

The pendulum has swung from the highest ideas of Conformity

to the extreme limit of Individualism. Bonds are loosening.

Inherited prejudices are abandoned as coming from Dark
Ages. A new era seems to have begun. INIen are asking

whether Christianity is adequate to keep men as friends and
fellow workers in the same fold who differ widely on many
important points. Allowing that the many interpretations of

the idea of the Church have been necessar\- the question now
arises. Can we live together and allow the other man to think

as he desires on the philosophy of Christianity and church life,

holding in common only a lo\’alty to Jesus Christ and the

supremacy of the Bible? In the minds of those who love the

Bible more than the devices of men the question which arises is.

Is it not possible to recognize our common Christianty, unite

on the eternal verities which are common to all, tolerate the

unlikenesses, allow individual liberty as to ecclesiastical polity,

private interpretation of contested points, all serving God with

earnestness and loving our fellow men as God loved us, and

hating nothing but sin ?

AS TO THE KINGDOM
It is to be observed that from the New Testament stand-

point that Christ came not to found a Church but to establish

a Kingdom. “ The term Kingdom is used in the Gospel to

denote” according to Dr. Fairbairn, “His society, 112

times and always by Himself, but Church only twice

The idea then of Kingdom is primary.”

The Kingdom is nowhere defined, but from the sayings of

Jesus it is clear that “ In the largest sense of the word... the

Kingdom of God is the whole organism so far as it is affected

by divine influences.”*

We are to seek first the Kingdom of God. All

organizations, even including the Church, are put secondary.

One may be loyal to the Kingdom and at the same
time loyal to the Church, because the Church is the

means of which the Kingdom is the end. The Church will

be the centre for influences which reach out and permeate
all life. But the Church will eventuate in something more
substantial than itself, namely, the Kingdom of God.

Dr. Gladden.
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There is very little machinery about the kingdom. Those
who love truth and righteousness can enter in and possess the

land. This is a kingdom which has no political framework.
“ It represents a unity which no type of polity can create or

express.” In recent times it is apparent that the idea of the

kingdom is displacing in part at least, that of the church.

The great movements of reform such as the abolition of slavery,

while having their roots in the teachings ot the church are

largely conducted on extra Church lines. The movements for

the amelioration of social conditions and the adjustment of

labour difficulties are largely matters for the kingdom rather

than the church. These movements, while on the border or

out of the church, are in no sense antagonistic but take their

root in the things which are common to all. Thus in Japan
and in China the Young Men’s Christian Associations win a

confidence and support which are not given to denominations.

With apostolic fervor and the wisdom of sages these associations

have won recognition of which they are well worthy. Ecclesias-

ticism, however well concealed the machiner\’, will fail to hold

the men who have lost interest in sectarian discussions. The
lait\’ have shown themselves somewhat in advance of the clerg\-

in calling for essential Christianity and, in large part, the

obliterating of many sectarian distinctions. Unless the church

broadens its borders and enlarges its conceptions, and humanizes

its operations it will fail to maintain its important position in

the world. The power of the church will grow as it s\ nchronizes

its operations with the kingdom and learns to work in a

regulated and co-operative activity, thus conserving the strength

of all who love our Lord Jesus Christ.

Unity a Condition of the Second Pentecost

That this is the demand of the hour is seen in the fact

that when Christians succeed in even local union the blessings

of the Lord follow in unusual power. We shall never see the

Second Pentecost as the diciples saw the first till this unity is

achieved. The strongest argument for laying aside of every

secondary and subsidiary consideration would seem to be that,

by doing so, the way is opened for the coming of the Holy

Spirit, and a failure to do so, an efficient barrier. Actual

e.xperience would seem to prove this statement when other

conditions are fulfilled. The “simultaneous meetings” in the

United States, and the evangelistic agencies inaugurated by

the Free Church Council (National) and by the Established

Church in Great Britain, show by their unusual success that

they were of divine origin.
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Xo one sect or section of the Church could hav^e carried

them through to success. The churches were so dying and
dead that as Dr. Coyle of Denver said, “It is either evangelize

or apostatize.” City after city was visited with ever-increasing

power and tokens of victory. Providential leaders were
raised up and a new spirit communicated in whole sections of

church life. A new breath of spiritual courage came to many
churches. Thousands were added to church membership. “It

has been proven,” says Dr. Ostrom, a helper in the movement,
“that men are so eager for the direct gospel of salvation that

the\- are almost persecuting us to help them e.xpress their

purpose.” If the words of Dr. Coyle may be translated

“revival or retrogression” so in the matter before us may we
say it is “federation or disintegration.”

Not Uniformity, But More Than Comity

X’ot necessarily organic union, certainly not uniformity

which nature tolerates only at the north pole or desert of

Sahara, but that diversity and variety which is forged into

unity by the warmth of a common spiritual life. There can be
no fusion without heat. Sometimes the heat preceeds some-
times it follows, but it is sure to be present. Unless there is

persistent effort to answer the last great Prayer of our Lord,

disintegration will take place as in the past in places and
among sects which have lost the Spirit’s presence and have
failed to carry the message of the gospel to the waiting millions.

The progress the church is making in all denominations
is certainly not such as to fire us with hope of the final conquest
of the world to Christ through its agency. There are doubtless
more heathen in China then when Morrison arrived a century
ago.

So long as the old .system obtains and we continue with
our old divisions, and with no influ.x of new forces or rare

combinations of old, we have no reason to e.xpect an inflow of
new power, or revival on any e.xtensive scale. We are frank
to acknowledge that the statement so frequently made that the

Chine.se are sa\-ing to us. “Heal your divisions first and preach
to us afterward” is not true. We see no evidence that our
neighbors have discovered that our denominational differences

are as deep as they are. It is a matter of little consequence to

the Chine.se at the present time. While the evil of discussion
does not show itself conspicuously in the general growth
of Christianity, it will manifest itself in the edification of
the world itself Force is impaired in the witness which the

Christian Church should make to the world. It is onlyvecently
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that the ordinary distinction between Protestant and Catholic

has become at all universal, much less do the Chinese know
of any internal divisions. The sectarian names chosen as

titles of societies, and the cabalistic signs which are the

transliterated names of some foreign societies are alike unintel-

ligible and uninteresting to the Chinese. It is to be hoped
these names will continue to be uninteresting.

The question of union must be settled primarily by the

missionaries on the field and the societies at home. The
authorities at home in some instances have been responsible

for continued divisions which could have been treated on the

field.

The committee appointed by the central committee at

Shanghai is called the Committee on “ Comit}’ and Federation.”

The word “ Comity ” seems too weak a word to be used in the

forefront of the conflict in this opening of the twentieth century.

It is hardl)' thinkable that now after twenty centuries of

Christian histoiy we have to take time to discuss the elemen-

tary truths involved in the word “ Comit}-.” Let us leave

behind us the first principles of the doctrine of Christ and go
on unto perfection. “ Federation ” is a better word and

perhaps as strong a word as wp can use at present in this

slow-moving Empire. As compared with some of the older

missions in Asia we are a quarter of a centur}^ in the rear.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Perhaps the latest triumph of the spirit of unit}- is seen

in South India, where such a conservative body as the Dutch

Reformed Church united with the Free Church of Scotland.

The London Mission and the American Board have arranged

successful organic union. Dr. J. P. Jones, in answer to a letter

requesting information, writes:

“
I am deeply interested in studying and comparing

votir movement with ours. It is evident that vou have

the same problem as with us, and that the same spirit

of Christian union is possessing us in both lands.

" I notice, however, that our aims are different.

With us it is from the beginning a purpose to reach

and perfect organic union. With you the immediate

aim apparently is federation. Of course, we must seek

union first among the more closely affiliated and kind-

red bodies. Having accomplished this, it is our hope

and purpose to approach other remoter bodies and
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propose union with them. You, on the other hand,

seek to brinor all bodies tooether into the less close and
less valuable blessino- of a federation. We seek inten-o
sion and you seek extension. It will be interesting to

see which of our two methods will be most successful.

1 am glad to say that our method is working well thus

far—far better than 1 had expected; and 1 really see

no reason why, with our excellent beginning, we should

not keep on absorbing body after body into our union
until we have in the union at least all the Free Churches
so-called. Our present union when perfected will include

about one hundred and hfty thousand Christians—

a

pretty good beginning, is it not? 1 must say that 1

have more hope of success in our endeavours toward
union on our lines than 1 would have upon yours. But
1 shall see."

d'he “United Church of .South India’ is jiractically

an accomplished fact. “ .\rbitration Boards" for the

settlement ot difficulties, territorial and otherwise, be-

tween missions are now all o\’er India. “Later we
hope the Wesleyans, and other bodies among the free

Churches, if not the Church Missionary .Societv, will

also throw in their lot with us."

The Confession of Faith of This New Union

1. -We believe in one God, the source of all that

is and the l)i\dne I'ather of all men in Jesus Christ the

Divine Revealer of the h'ather ; and in the Flolv Spirit,

the Divine Presence of tlie Father in the human soul.

IF—We believe that all men partake of the Di\ine
nature and are therefore brethren : that all have sinned,

and that tor their sah'ation Jesus Christ li\’ed, died, rose

from the dead and liveth forevermore.
III.—We believe that all who follow the Lord

Jesus Christ in sincerity, and loyally serve Him con-
stitute the Church which He established for the realiza-

tion of the Kingdom of God, and that He entrusted to

the Church the duty of making known to all men the

Ciospel of Salvation through His name.
W .

—

W e believe that through faith in Jesus Christ
and obedience to the will of the Father, men are

renewed in spirit and become sons of God.”
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Under tliese four heads the essentials are included. The
great heresies are avoided and substantial ground is found for

a progressiv^e church. Would it be better for a longer and
more minute creed, leaving little space for individual variation?

We think not. But this in no wise minimizes the value of a

creed to a church. Brevity is not vacuity. The freedom of

the individual, or the individual church, is not interfered with,

and each interprets the fundamental facts of the gospel in

accordance with the workings of the divine spirit in him.

This is practical union with no theories, vagaries, or fear of

failure.

Free Church Federation in Great Britain

If federation is to come before us for practical consideration,

perhaps the best illustration in the world is to be found in the

National Council of the Free Churches of Great Britain.

Inaugurated only a few years ago, 1892, there are now
900 councils and the whole country is practically covered. By
means of this federation the Free Churches have been enabled

to do a vast amount of work in harmonious co-operation, such

as open-air services in many places. They have prepared an

expensive literature for educational purposes; they exerted

their influence harmoniously on the great question of Sabbath

preservation, the questions of Temperance, Chinese labour,

Congo atrocities, and special social problems.

That Federation is possible thev have proved. But, of

course, it must be acknowledged that the territory is limited,

and the)" stand opposed b)- might)- forces, the tendency of

which is to unite them in opposition.

But in England it can be said, the spirit of man has won
its freedom, and as a people the human conscience has broken

its bonds. No denomination has )-ielded up its e.s.sential

principles.

It stands for all that it ever stood for, and )-et it federated.

They think more of God and Truth, and less of denomination,

than before. The sin of a divided Christian kingdom on this

side of the world is made apparent and distasteful by their

success. When unit)- comes we wish it to be vital and

enduring, and not a mere external cohesion. In England, the

Free Churches have grown large!)’ in influence since these

federations were formed, as shown in the greatl)' increased

representation in Parliament. If one wishes good reading and

his belief encouraged that these themes lend eloquence to the

tongue as well as enlargement to the heart, he has only to read

the Presidential Address of 1906 and the papers of Dr. HaNSON
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on open-air preaching: Dr. Garvie on “Free Churches and
the Unemployed,” and the addresses b}' two members of

Parliament, CROOKS and RuSSELL. Men seem to talk with a

broader outlook, a wider sympathy, a larger magnanimity and
statesmanship, when they put themselves alongside these

stimulating themes.

Federation in Other Lands

Time would fail us to tell of the glorious successes in

union in Canada (well known to all). Nova Scotia, New
Zealand, Australia, Korea, Japan, and India

—

not union of

those of the same ecclesiastical training and history, but those

former!)- opposed to each other now are allied. When the

General Assembl)- of the Presb)-terian Church in the United
States heard of the union movement in Korea, it expressed

approval and said, among other good things “The logic of

present da\- providences in mission lands is leading inevitabl)'

toward national churches, and is the best method for reaping

the ripening harvest. It would certainly be contrary to the

spirit of Clirist, and to the New Testament precedence to

build such national churches on the foundations of our own
divisions, of which occasion even we ourselves have been
large!)' liealed.” Are the unnecessary divisions among the

churches in Christian lands to be perpetuated in China ? We
believe the unanimous answer would be a tremendous “No.”

The Lambeth Conference

In 1 888 the Lambeth Conference of the Bishops of the

Anglican Communion adopted the following Resolution:—
“That the constituted authorities of the various branches of

our communion, acting, so far as may be, in concert with one
another, be earnestl)' requested to make it known that they
hold themselves in readiness to enter into brotherly conference
(such as that which has been proposed by the Church in the

United States of America) with the representatives of

other chief Christian communions in the English-speaking
races, in order to consider what steps can be taken, either

towards corporate reunion towards such relations as ma)-
prepare the wa)- for fuller organic union hereafter.”

In 1897 a step in advance was taken and the following

statement was made:—That the Bishops of the several

churches of the .Anglican communion be urged to appoint
committees of Bishops, where the)’ have not already been
appointed, to watch for opportunities of united prayer and
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mutual conference between representatives of different bodies

of Christians.

“We consider that the time has now arrived in which the

constituted authorities of the various branches of the

communion should not merely make it known that they hold

themselves in readiness to enter into brotherly conference with

representatives of other Christian communities in the English-

speaking races, but should themselves originate such confe7'ences

and especially an-ange for i-epresentative meetings for united

humiliation and intercession!' This great body of Christians is

certainly stirred with a deep and intense desire for the unity

of Christendom.

Freedom and Fellowship—the New York Federation Conference

In the Carnegie Hall Conferences in New York in 1905,

there was no special barrier found to the federation of the

churches, which represented about fifty millions of people, of

thirty different denominations. It remains to take note of the

“notable meeting’’ of the three denominations, Methodist

Protestant, United Brethren, and Congregationalists, held in

Dayton, Ohio, Feb. 7-9, 1906, at which practical organic union

was achieved and “They entered into a larger fellowship,

worthy of their history and their fathers.”

“But the sense of the presence of the Holy Spirit seemed
as impressive as it must hav'e been when thedfsciples of Pente-

cost were gathered in the upper room. A solemn joy filled the

hearts of the assembly as though there were but one person.

After a moment of silence they spontaneously arose and twice

sang the Doxology “Prai.se God from Whom all blessings flow.”

Our co-ordinate principles are freedom and fellowship, a freedom

which leaves each local church free in its local affairs, “A fellow-

ship which unites all the churches for mutual work and

co-operant action.”

The Declaration of Faith, while longer than the one

accepted in South India, does not differ in essentials.

It reads: “We, the representatives of the Congre-
gational Churches, the Church of the United Brethren

in Christ, and the Methodist Protestant Church, rejoice

at this time to enter into a union with one another,

through the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, in the love

of God, and for fellowship in the Holy Spirit. In this

solemn act of faith and obedience toward the Great

Head of the Church, we do most humbly and conhden-
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tially make confession of our faith and heartily renew the

consecration of our lives to Him and to the service ol

mankind.
1.—Our bond of union consists in that inward and

personal faith in Jesus Christ, as our Divine Saviour and
Lord, on which all our churches are founded

;
also in our

acceptance of the Holy Scriptures as the inspired source

of our faith and the supreme standard of Christian truth;

and, further, in our consent to the teaching of ancient

symbols of the undivided church, and to that substance
of Christian doctrine which is common to the creeds and
confessions which we have inherited from the past. But
we humbly depend, as did our fathers, on the continued

guidance of the Holy Spirit to lead us into all truth.

2.—We believe that God. Father and Lord of all,

did send His Son, Jesus Christ, to redeem us from
sin and death by the perfect obedience of His holy will

in life, by the sacrifice of Himself on the cross, and
bv 1 1 is glorious resurrection from the dead.

3.—W e believe that the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of

God and of Christ, moves in the hearts of men, calling

them through the gospel, repentance and faith, awakening
in them spiritual sorrow for past sin. and confidence in the

mercy of God. together for new power to obey His will.

4.—W e believe that those of the sons of men, who,
hearing God’s call of divine love, do heartily put their

trust in the .Saviour who His love provided, are assured
by His word of His most fatherly forgiveness, of His
free and perfect favour, of the presence of His Spirit in

their hearts, and a blessed immortalitv.
5-—W e believe that all who are through faith the

children of God. constitute the Church of Christ, the

spiritual body of which He is the Head: that He has
appointed them to proclaim His gospel to all mankind,
and to manifest in their character and conduct the fruit

of His spirit, that He has granted them freedom to create

such offices and institutions as mav in each generation
serve unto those ends, and that for the comfort of our
faith He has given to His church the sacred ordinances
of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper.

6.—W e believe that according to Christ’s law men
of Christian faith exist for the service of man, not onlv
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in holding forth the word of life, but in the support of

works and institutions of pity and charity, and the main-
tenances of human freedom, in the deliverance of all those

who are oppressed, in the enforcement of civil justice,

in the rebuke of all unrighteousness, in promoting the

welfare of all toilers on land and sea, and in furtheringo
the unity and peace of mankind.

Possessed of these convictions, both as truths which
we do most firmly hold, the acts of faith, which spring

from our hearts, we do, therefore, in happy consum-
mation of this union, and in the name of all the churches
which we represent, commit ourselves body, soul, and
spirit to the faith, love, and service of Him who made us

and sav^ed us, the everlasting God, our Father Redeemer
and Lord. To Him be ascribed all praise and dominion
and glory, world without end. Amen.”

Successful Federation Must be of the Spirit and Full of Life

We are told that in this matter of federation, “We must
hasten slowly.” “There is danger in going too fast.” To this

we agree, but with the slowness still wish that there would be

some progress. To advance more rapidly than the enlightened

and willing spirit of the people, of the bodies which we represent,

desire, would be fatal to the purpose we have in hand. Federa-

tion is not to be “forced” on anyone, nor does anyone anticipate

a union which arrogates to itself judicial or legislative functions.

These ma\' come as union is more fully accomplished. Xor is

a mere formal federation sought. It is to be of the spirit, and
full of life. That there has not been overhaste in China is

shown by the fact that this committee contemplates only a

ver\- short step beyond the “comit\’” which so mildly and briefly

was considered in the conference of 1890, seventeen years ago.

It is also the wish of all to be practical, and have as a result of

your committee’s work something tangible and which will survive.

We also wish it thoroughly understood that in all plans and
discussions the Chinese Church is included, and that this federa-

tion means more for them perhaps than it means to their foreign

colleagues. The longer the federation is deferred, the harder

it will be to move the Chinese contingent whose tendency is to

follow familiar paths. To load down the nascent church in China

with age-long discussions, diversities, policies, and animosities,

would be the crime of the century, and one for which it would

not be easy to find forgiveness. Our Chinese brethren would
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doubtless have been the originators and completers of federation

and union of the churches if their foreign associates had been

ready. It is safe to prophesy that the Chinese will welcome
all forms of union which will tend to make the churches in China

more essentially Chinese and thus there be formed “the united

church in China.” But we are constantly reminded that there

are difficulties in the way, and that these must be considered

before any definite movement is completed.

What Are the Hindrances in China ?

Let us then glance at some of the obstacles which seem
so appalling to the minds of some. It is easy to acknowledge
that as yet few of the scholarly class of Chinese are in the

church. There are few men of wealth and social position.

The distances are so great in the interior especially, e.xpense

in time and money so great, getting to and from conferences,

that the movement cannot be long-lived. These things are all

true, but have been true in any church which comes to maturity.

During the first Christian centuries the poor in this world’s

goods, the messengers of the cross, worked their way to

different portions of the world, e.vpensive churches were built

and paid for by these people who were rich in faith and the

spirit of harmon\- and sacrifice. Travel is growing easier and
cheaper in China, our constitutienc}- growing in worldly health

and the intelligence necessary for the appreciation of great

meetings and great ideas. Is it not the part of statesmen in

the.se initial stages of Christian history to la\' the foundation of

the church that is to be, that is, one Christian Church for China
which will survive when sects and rivalr\- have been forgotten.

The day will come when our descendants will wonder and
study over the remains of defunct denominations as the

student of church history handles over the fossil remains of

Essenes, Manichaeans, Montanists, Monophysites, and
Monothelites, and Ebionites.

Some of the bodies of these sects may exist to-day

but are as dry as mummies from Egyptian tombs. The Church
of God “ a thousand years the same ” is the invisible kingdom
which Christ came to establish. Forms and statements of

belief will change from age to age. but the one eternal essence

remains.

Some Practical Suggestions

It remains for this committee, having obeyed the instruc-

tions of the organization in Shanghai in giving first a general
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view of the situation in this and other lands, to present to this

conference some scheme which may assist in bringing into
existence the United Church in China.

It may be mentioned first that replies have been made b}-

the members of this committee to the two questions addressed
to them:

—

1.—Views on Federation in general and opinions on the
Tentative Scheme as presented and accepted at the Conference
held at Peking, September, 1905.

Replies have been received from but seven members of
the Committee and only three or four gave an extended opinion.

In the second communication—not addressed to ever}- member—the question was raised of the advisability of requesting the

conference to appoint a Representative Committee which would
have power to act for the whole mission body, at least act as

its intermediarv in any communication to or from the Chinese
government. With respect to the first two questions Rev. L. B.

Ridgeley, (A.P.E.M.) Hankow, considers the name or “title” of

the federation of “Secondary Importance” but suggests as

suitable “The United Council of the Christians of China.”

Such a term would forestall objections that might arise from
our Anglican communion and avoid the confession of disunity

which seems to be implied in speaking of a “Federation of

Churches.”

Rev. L. B. Ridgely’s Schemes

2.—“Object.—For the same reason, I shall perhaps suggest

the object as “To associate in council shall the different bodies

of Christians in China with a view to closer union hereafter.’'

Methods; admirable as it stands. Work; very faulty. Speak-

ing roughly and hastily, I might suggest something like this:

—

(<?) The consideration of all, questions likely to lead to the

extension of Christ’s kingdom in China. (<5) The recommenda-
tion of lines of uniform or united action in the work of extending

the kingdom. (c) The encouragement of everything that

demonstrates and helps to realize the essential unity of

Christians.”

“You will see by the above, that I am not prepared to

advocate anything further, as yet, than a council, without

authority to legislate. On the other hand I believe that a

Deliberative Council with full pow-er to recommend (and even

execute work committed to it b}" the various bodies) would be

accepted by our own communion, and all others.” With
respect to a Committee appointed to act for the Christians in

China, Mr. Ridgely says, “ I should think it rather dangerous
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to have a central committee which was understood in an)' wa)’

to have power to act for the whole body of Christians in China,

except so far as they had instructions from the Council. That
the Shanghai Conference should form a permanent Committee
to act as representative of the whole missionary body, I should

not think either wise or practicable.”

Rev. J. W. Stevenson

Rev. J. W. Stevenson, China Inland Mission, Shanghai,

writes, “I am sure that the practical questions which have come
up under these headings (Comity and Federation) are the most
important and it will be a great gain to the whole missionary

work in China if the Conference of 1907 can help towards a

better condition of things than exists at present, ^^'ith regard

to the question of the scheme of federation 1 may say generally

speaking, that I am in favour of the spirit of it and feel that it

is most desirable that there should be union in educational

work and mutual division of territory as also common terms

for God and Holy Spirit. I cannot sa)' that I attach

very much weight to the Union H\ mn Book, nor to the

common designation of street chapels and places of worship.”

In a second letter Air. Stevenson sa)'s, “With regard to the

question which you ask about recommending to the Conference

the formation of a Committee of Appeal to which the Chinese

govermcnt could communicate: I feel that it would be a ver)'

desirable thing and I can .see many advantages rising from

such a Committee. I fear, however, that it would be almost

impossible to get the missionary body as a whole to agree to

any such organization. I think that missionaries general!)'

would be jealous of putting power into the hands of a few

without hedging it about with so many conditions, that it

would be of jiractically little use perhaps things have

changed and are changing and missionaries may be more
prepared for something of the kind than they were sixteen

years ago, as practically a new race has risen up and no doubt

the)' have more enlightened views than their predecessors.”

Rev. Joseph Beech

Rev. Joseph Beech, Methodist Episcopal Alission, Chentu,

writes, “ The Peking scheme is practically in operation here,

and there is a great gain to the cause of Christ, and to each of

the missions in the measure of unit)' we enjoy. But I trust

that the Union Hymn-Book and term question will not stand

in the wa)’ of union, The)’ are not essential to a real union
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as is evidenced in our own church. Tliey will come as the

fruits of a more vital union, if desirable, whereas their enforced

acceptance now may make for division I believe

that a proposal for a Union Church in China should be made
to the coming Conference in order to satisfy the hopes of

Christians everywhere, and measure up to our great opportunity,

and that it shall be such as shall educate toward, if it does not

accomplish, a real union.” Mr. Beech mentions under nine

heads the conditions that must be met if union is achieved and
offers suggestions helpful to the consumation of a union

scheme :

—

1.—Recognize the conditions in the home lands

and not alienate those behind us.

2.—Avoid a National Chinese Church but seek to

create the Church of Christ in China not seperate from
the Church in other lands.

3.—The wish is to organize a Church of Christ

in China which while not amalg-amatinor these churches0^0
(Presbyterian, Methodist, etc.) or in any way causing

them to lose their identity will yet include all such

united. The Union Church is to consist of all members
in the “unit churches.”

4.—Each unit determines the conditions of mem-
bership to its own body—but members of all units are

members of the Union Church.

5.—Each mission shall be a unit free to determine

its own usao-es, but there shall be a general assemblyo’ O y

or conference composed of representatives from the

mission units.

6.—These general bodies may determine their

own form of organization, and advise and legislate for

the church as a whole, so long as it does not interfere

with or limit the liberty which each unit enjoys within

its circle.

7.—Certificates of transfer could be given from

one unit to another.

8.—The United Church shall advise and deter-

mine boundaries of each unit and act as a board of

arbitration to settle differences between units.

9.—While it is required of the independent units

to provide places of worship for their own members, it

is hoped that mission work in China may be carried on
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by this united Church, and not be dependent upon

the missions.”

While Mr. Beecti does not aspire to a complete scheme of

federation it is clear that he has thought long and well on the

subject and his suggestions are of value and worth)' of

consideration.

Other Opinions

Rev. E. W. Burt, English Baptist, and Rev. James
Webster, of the Free Church of Scotland, Manchuria, were

both present at the Beitaiho Conference and added greatly to

its success. The sermon preached b)’ ]\Ir. BURT before the

Conference, will long be remembered as an able and satisfactory

exposition of union as desired in the Prayer of our Lord, as

stated in his words, ‘ That they may all be one.”

Rev. (j. G. Warren, W'esleyan, of the Committee, is in

England at this time. Canon B.-VNISTER of Hongkong and Dr.

Kilborn, Canadian Methodist, Chungking, have not been

heard from.

Rev. A. Bonsey’s Proposals

Rev. Arthur Bonsey, of the L.M.S., Hankow, writes a

letter which in justice to its excellence should be quoted entire

but this is impracticable.

“
1 have not yet met anyone who deprecate.s the

idea of unity
;

all are agreed that a closer union than

has yet been attained is desirable.
“ The problem before our Committee seems to me

to be, to find a way by which the Protestant Churches
in China may {a) realize their essential unity, and [b)

manifest that unity to the world. The matters in which
differences chiefly show themselves are those of church

government, ritual, and terminology. The Peking
Committee does not make any suggestions about church

government or ritual, and yet herein, to the lay mind, is

to be found the cause of much apparent lack of unity.

In my humble opinion the Peking Committee does well

not to deal with these questions. Surely, no one desires

to see mission work in China reduced to one dead level

of government or order of worship. We are here not to

impose upon the Chinese Church a cast-iron system of

church government or ritual, but to help them to such
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forms as shall fulfil their own ideals and give them their

own distinctive place (or places) in the universal church.
“ At the same time, any scheme for federation must

tail in an important particular if it does not call

attention to one of the chief obstacles in the way
of closer union, viz., such laws, usages, and specific

doctrines of any of the churches as prevent full

recognition of “holy orders” other than their own,
free interchange of pulpits, “open communion” to all

who love the Lord and are his servants, and closer

union in common undertakings.
“ Our essential unity will be best shown, at present,

by uniting as far as possible in all educational, social,

philanthropic, and literary work. Here we have a

magnificent field open to us which your e.xample in the

north has proved to be workable.”

Dr. T. Cochrane’s Views

Dr. Cochrane writes : I am astonished at the

hesitancy evidenced in the attempt to break things

gently by using the work “comity” in conjunction with

federation. Had the subject for consideration been
entitled federation and union I would have felt that we
were moving more in harmony with the Spirit of God.
At one time or another durino- the last vears, I have
communicated with every missionary in China, as well

as with all the missions, and the overwhelming majority

of China’s workers are in favour of a forward movement
along the lines of federation. This in conjunction with

the leadings of God’s Spirit in present world-movements
along similar lines, should surelv encourage the whole
missionary body in China to move at the very least as

far as the last Peitaiho Conference did. The missionary

body in China lacks a nervous system to co-ordinate its

various parts so that concerted action and co-operation

may be possible. For want of this there is waste in

time and money and energy. A nervous net work
stretching to the utmost limits of the at present unwieldy

mass would increase its efficiency ten-fold in every

department—govenment and public questions, social

enterprise, medical work, and educational effort, as well
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as in evangelistic and every direct form of Christian

work. 'I he Chinese are themselves movino*. Momen-O
tons issues hang upon our action or non-action. If we
do not move and move quickly it will be to our regret

and our blame and our shame.”

Principles Must not be Wrecked by Details

It will be seen that there is some confusion of the work of

the Peking Union Committee and the Committee of the

Centenary Conference. It certainly would be most unfortunate

if the grc^it problem and principles of federation should be
wrecked on the rocks of minor details and considerations upon
which there is large room for difference of opinion. The unity

desired we conceive to be broad enough to allow diversity in

the use of terms, matters of hymnology, polit\-, and internal

government, 'fhat there is a Unit\- in the hearts oi Christ’s

people no one can doubt. This sjurit should have an external

realization and be manifested to the world. Put that any
communion is expected to la\- aside long cherished convictions

and methods of operation and e.xpression, we do not claim, or

enter with them upon au\- controversy. “ Controversy in the

past has been too mucli the grave of Charit}-.” (Lambeth
Conference).

The Conference Should Give Fresh Impetus to the Movement

Many letters of great value and suggestiveness have been

receiveil from Japan, India, and other countries, making inquiries

as to the progress of the kingdom and the movement toward

union in China. It is quite clear tliat perhaps no conference in

the world’s histor\- has had more eyes fastened upon it and

more interest in its progress and success than this one. Various

local federations and unions exist in China and .some have been

in e.xistence for years. In the lines of denominational interests,

the .Scotch Presb\-terians and the Irish Presb\ terians work in

harmoii)- in Manchuria.

The native church practically knows but one organization.

In Shantung the Englisli Baptists and American Presbyterians

have united in educational work and carry on extensive

evangelistic work in harmony. Northern and Southern Pres-

byterians have united in theological training in Nanking.

In North China there is perhaps the most e.xtensive educa-

tional work in China. The London Alission, American Board,

and Presbyterians give their united support to educational
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work for men at Union College, situated at Tungchou,
near Peking

;
for women at Union Woman’s College, located in

the American Board Company, Peking; and at the Theological

College, with the Presbyterians in North Peking; for the

medical work with the London Mission, Peking. The
Methodist Episcopal Mission joins in the union medical

education.

Conclusion and Recommendations

Having reached this point in our discussion, we bring our

remarks to a conclusion, hoping the breath of the Eternal

Spirit may blow upon us and help us to join all hands,

cheerfully and enthusiastically, to build up the Kingdom which

shall never be destro}'ed. God is in these efforts and behind

the great movement for federation and union. Integration

will imply some sacrifices and concessions which we must be

prepared to make. But the object in view will justify

strenuous and self-denying activiU'. If some compromises

are made, certainly some contribution of power and knowledge

will come from one to the other.

In view of tlie rising tide of union sentiment in China; in

view of the call of the church in all lands; and in view of the

prayer of Christ our ability to assist in its answer:

Therefore, resolved that we as a conference pledge our-

selves to support the great principles of federation, and while

looking to a still closer union suggest in the adoption of the

following methods.:

—

1st.—The formation of Provincial Councils in every

province of the Empire, in wdiich every Mission will be

represented.

2nd.—The formation of four Divisional Councils; the

members of these councils to consist of delegates from and

elected by the Provincial Councils.

3rd.—The formation of a national Representative Council,

the members of which shall consist of delegates from and

elected by the Divisional Councils.

4th.— Each Provincial Council shall be entitled to two

representatives of the Divisional Council, viz., one Chinese and

one foreigner, irrespective of the number of Christians; and an

additional representative of two, one Chinese and one foreigner,

for each 2,000 communicants.

5th.—The Representative Council shall ha\e power to act

as the representatives of the entire missionar\' body in receiving

and forwarding any communications from or to the Chinese

Government.
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6th.—That the que.stion referred to in the outline of

tentative scheme of federation, published by the Peking
Committee, be brought forward for discussion at the Provincial

Council as well as any other question these Provincial Councils

may deem of general interest and importance.
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